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The aims of this symposium

• to address the rapidly changing contexts for 
Latin American cinemas [funding]

• to examine new contexts in part via a 
reflection on the past [films/film-
makers/producers/funding/socio-political 
circs]

• to discuss Latin American film industries and 
audiences [the market/s]





The Market

• a regular gathering of people for the purchase 
and sale of provisions, livestock, and other 
commodities.

• an area or arena in which commercial dealings 
are conducted.

• a medium that allows buyers and sellers of a 
specific good or service to interact in order to 
facilitate an exchange.



• The market for a particular item is made up of 
existing and potential customers who need it
and have the ability and willingness to pay for 
it.

• The market ‘environment’ must be created, 
regulated, stimulated, and at times, restricted 
by government actors based on its current 
health at various times.



• Should we be content with the position 
maintained by the schemes themselves that 
without their support for film-makers from 
countries with small or non-existent film 
industries, many of these films simply would not 
get made? 

• Or should we pay more attention to what Tamara 
Falicov has called ‘the underlying cultural politics 
stemming from colonial legacies that continue to 
plague the film funding dynamic, especially in 
former colonial territories. (2010, 3) 



Shifting Relationships

• To what extent have Latin American film-makers gained 
or relinquished agency since decolonization; to what 
extent have the European ‘partners’ maintained or 
seized control – economically, culturally, and/or 
politically? Is the involvement of European capital in 
Latin American cinema disproportionate, controlling 
and exploitative? Has the development of a European 
marketplace, in terms of funders, festivals, digital 
platforms and audiences based on mutual respect or is 
it inherently neo-colonial, based on the values of 
imperialism and hegemony?



Latin American cinemas & The Market

• What is being sold, where/how and to whom?

• What kind of marketplace is in operation in 
the 21st century, amidst a climate of intense 
neo-liberalism? 

• And what is happening to those European 
markets (audiences, funders, producers) in 
this moment of referendum, fragmentation, 
US intervention and so on …?



What ‘Sells’?

• Astute blend of local specificity and topical 
themes that ‘arise within, and remain relevant 
to, a highly specific historical or cultural 
formation’ (Hjort 2000: 106) with perennial 
themes that help to ‘bring into focus subject 
matter that resonates across historical and 
cultural boundaries’ (ibid) 



Images that Sell: The Child



Images that Sell: The Child

• Young protagonist’s story serves as ‘metonym for 
wider suffering’ (Lury 2010, 106-7)

• Blank screens on which to ‘project adult 
emotions and fears’ (ibid)

• Translating this ‘child-adult’ witness (Martin-
Jones) paradigm to level of national?

• Childish nightmares rep of national anxieties 
about identity and future security

• ‘potent motif for the loss of historical memory 
and for its recuperation through cinema’ (Wright)



Warrior children



Witnessing conflict



Childhood Interrupted



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzHkI0
V6i9E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzHkI0V6i9E


Trope of the child-adult



• Where/How: via festivals, distributors, cinemas, 
online platforms, audiences

• To whom: producers, funders, audiences

• How …

Affective discourses of sentimentality, melodrama, 
human rights, courage in adversity on the part of 
remarkable individuals or (normally marginalised); 
the [exotic] other communities – ‘inspiring’ -a term 
that crops up in the marketing copy for many of the 
films included in VIVA for example.



Magallanes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3tOgzQEy7s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3tOgzQEy7s


Magallanes 
Salvador del Solar (Peru, 2015)

“Universal themes of guilt, crime and punishment
pervade this tense and intelligent drama about a man 
whose humdrum life is turned upside down the day 
Celina, a woman he met in the violent years when he 
was a soldier with the Peruvian Army, jumps into his 
taxi. This unexpected re-encounter with a dark past 
prompts Harvey Magallanes to embark on a daring plan 
to help Celina, and to find his own redemption. ¡Viva! 
veterans may recognise Magaly Solier from La Teta
asustada (¡Viva! 2010) and Madeinusa (¡Viva! 2007).” 
• Peru – Argentina – Spain – Ibermedia; Cine en

Construccion



Gabor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EC082bZgKeI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EC082bZgKeI


Gabor
Sebastián Alfie (Spain 2013)

“This inspiring documentary tells the remarkable story 
of Sebas and Gabor, a young filmmaker and a blind 
cinematographer. Commissioned to make a short film for 
Ulls del Món, an NGO dedicated to the prevention of 
blindness, Sebas takes the daring decision to employ 
Gabor, a talented but now blind Director of Photography 
who retired 10 years ago. As they embark on an 
apparently quixotic quest from Barcelona to El Alto, their 
partnership develops into a lasting friendship.”

• Spain-Bolivia – Media programme of the EU; Spanish 
national film board



Elefante Blanco:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3NdYX7ysmA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m3NdYX7ysmA


Elefante blanco
(Pablo Trapero 2012)

• Ricardo Darín ¡Viva! 2016 Strand 

“A powerful and gripping story of social activism from 
leading Argentinian director Trapero. Julián and Nicolas 
are two maverick priests and long-standing friends, who 
along with devoted social worker Luciana, work tirelessly 
to help the poverty-stricken inhabitants of Buenos Aires’ 
Villa Virgin slum community. The priests’ dedication to 
their cause is tested when tension and violence between 
the slum’s warring drug-dealing cartels escalates.” 

• Argentina-Spain-France – Canal + (Spain & France); 
TVE; National Film Board/Institute



Contexts

• 1950-‘70s – ‘networks’ – festivals (Havana, Viña del 
Mar); migrant film-makers – cultural exchange/exile 
(context of military/dictatorships/revolution)

• 1980s: European TV interest (eg Canal+; Channel 4) –
part of remit of those TV stations (diversity)

• 1990s: Increase in co-production, ‘rebirth’ of Lat Am 
cinema (art/politics/entertainment) – importance of 
role of producer (both sides of Atlantic) to negotiate 
deals 

• 2000s: complex transnational landscape – multiple 
funders and agreements; rise of the Latin American 
‘flan’ (Middents, 2013)





Like Water for Chocolate (Arau 1992)



Strawberry and Chocolate (Alea 1994)



Central Station (Salles 1998)



Schemes

• Ibermedia
• Festivals: Cannes, Berlin, Rotterdam …
• Cine en Construcción
• World Cinema Fund
• TV companies (state and private, regional and networks, eg

Catalan films & TV, or networks such as Canal +, Channel 4
• Visions Sud Est
• Ministries of Culture and National Film Boards
• Cultural Institutes
• NGOs
• Philanthropists (eg. Rolex scheme)
• EU



Grupo Chaski (1984/89)



La Teta Asustada (Llosa 2009)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5q-
40YBC_o

• Berlin Golden Bear

• Shaw notes and quotes …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5q-40YBC_o


The Producer as Intermediary

• The role of the producer is crucial  - more are needed to negotiate 
the tricky waters of film funding without giving in to compromise. 

• As Third Cinema proponent Octavio Getino explained, ‘co-
production agreements flourished [in large part] as a means to 
overcome the limitations of a shrinking internal market by finding 
alternatives in other markets, mainly in Europe.’ 

• According both to Getino and Marvin D’Lugo, ‘the role of the film 
auteur as an intermediary has become central in these cultural and 
commercial ventures given that they negotiate their own political 
and artistic visions in accordance with the commercial demands of 
global film finance arrangements.’ 

• Increasingly that auteur figure in the global market place has to 
include the producer and work has begun on figures such as Lita
Stantic from Argentina (eg by Constanza Burrucua) and Enid 
Campos from Peru to acknowledge their vital role in this landscape.



Eurocentrism afresh?

• On the one hand, the current co-production arena 
might be sneered at and mistrusted as a new form of 
post or neo-colonial intervention with European 
funders singling out projects from around the world, 
including Latin America, and fostering film languages 
that have ‘a Eurocentric world and artistic vision’. 

• On the other hand, it seems important to acknowledge 
the philanthropic motivations and development work 
that comes with such schemes – whether private or 
government sponsored - welcomed by filmmakers 
from around the globe, and without which many 
important films would simply not see the light of day.



Acknowledging Innovation

• For, it should not be the case that (as the Hubert 
Bals fund website currently states ‘without such 
funding these films might not exist’ …

• but (echoing Hubert Bals himself – founder of 
Rotterdam Festival in 1971, who died the year the 
fund was finally set up in 1988) that 

• without such films, the potential for innovation 
and the very lifeline of cinema would be at risk.
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